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Foreword

Even as this report gets ready for publication, Mumbai is rocked by another round
of serial blasts. As in the past, the government was clueless about what was coming
and  days after the heinous terrorist strikes, is still groping for answers vis-à-vis the
perpetrators and their motives.  The National Counter Terrorism Center of the USA
has described India as the country that faced the maximum number of terrorist
attacks. Yet we do not have an effective  system in place to tackle this huge national
challenge. Nor do we have proper laws to deal with terrorism in our country.
Whatever existed – like the POTA - had been repealed by the ruling dispensation
in Delhi  purely for vote bank considerations. Despite repeated proclamations, the
National Counter Terrorism Center, our version of the US institution  that would
develop a coordinated mechanism to tackle terrorism in India, is nowhere in sight.

 While these urgent and important needs of the nation have been grossly overlooked
by the politicians, the ruling coalition is displaying inexplicable haste in foisting a
monstrous bill called the Communal Violence Bill on the nation. Drafted by a body
misleadingly named the National Advisory Council – it is just an NGO run by a
collection of individuals known more for their biased opinions and motivated
campaigns than for any real scholarship or national service – this bill smacks of
utter divisiveness and contempt for sections of our society. Its ostensible mission
is to prevent communal violence in the country. But in reality, it only  perpetuates
the divisions in our society on communal and casteist lines. The draft bill describes
the majority community – Hindus in this case – as the perpetrators of communal
violence against the minorities and hence charts a course for remedy that is
draconian and dangerous.

Communal violence must be firmly dealt with.  What we need is a set of policies
and laws  that promote communal harmony and discourage divisiveness. What is
needed is that all communities in all regions of the country  – whether they constitute
a majority or a minority – are equally enthused and galvanised to pursue the larger
national goal of unity in diversity.  Strangely,  far from promoting harmony, the NAC
draft  has the potential to wreck  the prevailing amity among various religious
groups  and promote divisiveness.  By drafting laws that are partisan and favour
one community as against the other,  the government would be doing a signal
disservice to the idea of unity itself.  But by presuming that the government is
striving for communal amity, we could be barking up the wrong tree. In all probability,
the politicians supporting or commissioning the proposed law could well be the
promoters of strife to achieve their own narrow political/electoral objectives.  They
obviously know that while such a law will vitiate communal harmony in the country,
it could bring them a windfall in terms of minority votes.

The terrible consequences that will flow from such an obnoxious law  - drafted with
such cynical and short-sighted political goals - is well explained by several

commentators in recent weeks. Please read on and intervene when there is still time.
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A Bill that damns the Majority

- Arun Jaitley

The draft Prevention of Communal Violence Bill appears to be the handiwork

of those social entrepreneurs who have learnt from the Gujarat experience

of how to fix senior leaders even when they are not liable for an offence

A draft of a proposed legislation titled “Prevention of Communal and Targeted

Violence (Access to Justice and Reparations) Bill, 2011” has been put in public

domain. The draft Bill ostensibly appears to be a part of an endeavour to prevent

and punish communal violence in the country. Though that may be the ostensible

object of the proposed law its real object is to the contrary. It is a Bill which if it is

ever enacted as a law will intrude into the domain of the State, damage the federal

polity of India, and create an imbalance in the inter-community relationship of this

country.

What does the Bill in effect state

The most vital definition of the Bill is of the expression ‘group’. A ‘group’ means a

religious or linguistic minority and in a given State may include the Scheduled

Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The Bill creates a whole set of new offences in

Chapter II. Clause 6 clarifies that the offences under this Bill are in addition to the

offences under the SC & ST (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989. Can a person be

punished twice for the same offence? Clause 7 prescribes that a person is said to

commit sexual assault if he or she commits any of the sexual act against a person

belonging to a ‘group’ by virtue of that person’s membership of a group. Clause 8

prescribes that ‘hate propaganda’ is an offence when a person by words oral or
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written or a visible representation causes hate against a ‘group’ or a person belonging

to a ‘group’. Clause 9 creates an offence for communal and targeted violence. Any

person who singly or jointly or acting under the influence of an association engages

in unlawful activity directed against a ‘group’ is guilty of organised communal and

targeted violence. Clause 10 provides for punishment of a person who expends or

supplies money in the furtherance or support of an offence against a ‘group’. The

offence of torture is made out under clause 12 where a public servant inflicts pain

or a suffering, mental or physical, on a person belonging to a ‘group’. Clause 13

punishes a public servant for dereliction of duty in relation to offences mentioned in

this Bill. Clause 14 punishes public servants who control the armed forces or security

forces and fails to exercise control over people in his command in order to discharge

their duty effectively. Clause 15 expands the principle of vicarious liability. An offence

is deemed to be committed by a senior person or office-bearer of an association

and he fails to exercise control over subordinates under his control or supervision.

He is vicariously liable for an offence which is committed by some other person.

Clause 16 renders orders of superiors as no defence for an alleged offence

committed under this section.

Any communal trouble during which offences are committed is a law and order

problem. Dealing with the law and order is squarely within the domain of the State

Governments. In the division of powers between the Centre and the States, the

Union Government has no direct authority to deal with the law and order issues;

nor is it directly empowered to deal with them nor it can legislate on the subject.

The Union Government’s jurisdiction restricts itself to issue advisories, directions

and eventually forming an opinion under Article 356 that the governance of the

State can be carried on in accordance with the Constitution or not. If the proposed

Bill becomes a law, then effectively it is the Union Government which would have

usurped the jurisdiction of the States and legislated on a subject squarely within

the domain of the States.

India has been gradually moving towards a more amicable inter-community

relationship. Even when minor communal or caste disturbances occur, there is a

national mood of revulsion against them. The Governments, media, the courts

among other institutions rise to perform their duty. The perpetrators of communal

trouble should certainly be punished. This draft Bill however proceeds on a

presumption that communal trouble is created only by members of the majority
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community and never by members of the minority community. Thus, offences

committed by members of the majority community against members of the minority

community are punishable. Identical offences committed by minority groups against

the majority are not deemed to be offences at all. Thus a sexual assault is punishable

under this Bill only if committed against a person belonging to a minority ‘group’. A

member of a majority community in a State does not fall within the purview of a

‘group’. ‘Hate propaganda’ is an offence against the minority community and not

otherwise. Organised and targeted violence, hate propaganda, financial help to

such persons who commit an offence, torture or dereliction of duty by public servants

are all offences only if committed against a member of the minority community and

not otherwise. No member of the majority community can ever be a victim. This

draft law thus proceeds on an assumption which re-defines the offences in a highly

discriminatory manner. No member of the minority community is to be punished

under this Act for having committed the offence against the majority community. It

is only a member of the majority community who is prone to commit such offences

and therefore the legislative intent of this law is that since only majority community

members commit these offences, culpability and punishment should only be confined

to them. If implemented in a manner as provided by this Bill, it opens up a huge

scope for abuse. It can incentivise members of some communities to commit such

offences encouraged by the fact that they would never be charged under the Act.

Terrorist groups may no longer indulge in terrorist violence. They will be incentivised

to create communal riots due to a statutory assumption that members of a jihadi

group will not be punished under this law. The law makes only members of the

majority community culpable. Why should the law discriminate on the basis of

religion or caste? An offence is an offence irrespective of origin of the offender.

Here is a proposed law being legislated in the 21st century where caste and religion

of an offender wipe out his culpability.

Who will ensure implementation of this Act?

The Bill provides for a seven-member national authority for communal harmony,

justice and reparations. Of these seven members at least four of them, including

the Chairman and Vice-Chairman, shall only belong to a ‘group’, that is, the minority

community. A similar body is intended to be created in the States. Membership of

this body thus shall be on religious and caste grounds. The offenders under this

law are only the members of the majority community. The enforcement of the Act
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will be done by a body where statutorily the members of the majority community

will be in a minority. The Governments will have to make available police and other

investigative agencies to this authority. This authority shall have the power to conduct

investigations and enter buildings, conduct raids and searches to make inquiries

into complaints and to initiate steps, record proceedings for prosecution and make

its recommendations to the Governments. It shall have powers to deal with the

armed forces. It has a power to send advisories to the Union and State Governments.

Members of this authority shall be appointed in the case of Union Government by

a collegium which shall comprise the Prime Minister, the Home Minister and the

Leader of Opposition in the House of People and a leader of each recognised

political party. A similar provision is created in relation to the States. Thus, it is the

Opposition at the Centre and the States which will have a majority say in the

composition of the Authority.

What are the procedures to be followed?

The procedures to be followed for investigations under this Act are extraordinary.

No statement shall be recorded under section 161 of the CrPC. Victim statements

shall be only under Section 164, that is, before courts. The Government will have a

power to intercept and block messages and telecommunications under this law.

Under clause 74 of the Bill if an offence of hate propaganda is alleged against a

person, a presumption of guilt shall exist unless the offender proves to the contrary.

An allegation thus is equivalent to proof. Public servants under this Bill under clause

67 are liable to be proceeded against without any sanction from the State. The

Special Public prosecutor to conduct proceedings under this Act shall not act in aid

of truth but ‘in the interest of the victim’. The name and identity of the victim

complainant will not be disclosed. Progress of the case will be reported by the

police to the victim complainant. The occurrence of organised communal and

targeted violence under this Act shall amount to an internal disturbance in a State

within the meaning of Article 355 entitling the Union Government to impose

President’s rule.

The drafting of this Bill appears to be the handiwork of those social entrepreneurs

who have learnt from the Gujarat experience of how to fix senior leaders even

when they are not liable for an offence.

Offences which are defined under the Bill have been deliberately left vague.

Communal and targeted violence means violence which destroys the ‘secular fabric
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of the nation’. There can be legitimate political differences as to what constitutes

secularism. The phrase secularism can be construed differently by different persons.

Which definition is the judge supposed to follow? Similarly, the creation of a hostile

‘environment’ may leave enough scope for a subjective decision as to what

constitutes ‘a hostile environment’.

The inevitable consequences of such a law would be that in the event of any

communal trouble the majority community would be assumed to be guilty. There

would be a presumption of guilt unless otherwise proved. Only members of the

majority community shall be held culpable under this law. Members of the minority

community shall never commit an offence of hate propaganda or communal violence.

There is a virtual statutory declaration of innocence under this law for them. The

statutory authority prescribed at the Central and State level would intrinsically

suffer from an institutional bias because of its membership structure based on

caste and community.

I have no doubt that once this law is implemented with the intention with which it is

being drafted, it will create disharmony in the inter-community relations in India. It

is a law fraught with dangerous consequences. It is bound to be misused. Perhaps,

that appears to be the real purpose behind its drafting. It will encourage minority

communalism. The law defies the basic principles of equality and fairness. Social

entrepreneurs in the National Advisory Council can be expected to draft such a

dangerous and discriminatory law. One wonders how the political head of that

body cleared this draft. When some persons carried on a campaign against POTA

— an anti-terrorist law — the members of the UPA argued that even terrorists

should be tried under normal laws. A far more draconian law is now being proposed.

The States will be watching hopelessly when the Centre goes ahead with this

misadventure. Their power is being usurped. The search for communal harmony is

through fairness — not through reverse discrimination.

(Courtesy: The Pioneer; May 27, 2011)

(URL: http://www.dailypioneer.com/341425/ A-Bill-that

-damns-the-majority.html)
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NAC’s Bill would land Dikshit in jail

- Swapan Dasgupta

Amid the annual madness over college admissions, Delhi is witnessing a sideshow

in St Stephen’s College, which its Principal has described as a “national treasure”.

It seems that Sandeep Dikshit, a Delhi MP and son of Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit,

was dropped as the alumni representative on the college’s governing body. The

college authorities say that Dikshit hadn’t attended a single meeting since 2009

and Dikshit has retorted that St Stephen’s has lost the plot and functions like a

“communal institution”. In reply, Principal Valson Thampu has charged Dikshit of

failing to distinguish between communalism and “minority rights”.

Despite the headline-grabbing potential of anything to do with St Stephen’s, this

controversy is somewhat stale, and unless someone says something rash, is certain

to peter out in the coming week. However, my reason for invoking this minor skirmish

is different.

If the Communal Violence Bill as drafted by the National Advisory Council is passed

by Parliament, it is entirely possible that the Congress MP for East Delhi could well

be confronted with a non-bailable warrant on the charge of creating a “hostile” and

“offensive environment” against a minority institution [clause 3 (f) (5)]. A member of

a minority group could walk up to any police station and submit that Dikshit’s

expression of disgust with St Stephen’s had contributed to his “mental” and

“psychological” harm [clause 3 (j)]. He would claim that Dikshit’s outburst “could

reasonably be construed to demonstrate an intention to promote or incite hatred”

against the Christian minority [clause 8]. Since the proposed legislation stipulates

that “Every Police Officer shall take action, to the best of his or her ability, to prevent
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the commission of all offences under this Act” [clause 18 (2)], the relevant thana

will have to register a case under the new legislation.

Nor can the politician in Dikshit brush off the case as yet another occupational

irritant whose handling is left to a lawyer and forgotten. The Bill is explicit that

“unless otherwise specified, all offences under this Act shall be cognisable and

non-bailable” [clause 58].

More insidiously, the proposed legislation has an intriguing clause: “Where any

question arises whether an offence committed against a member of a group was

committed against him or her by virtue of his or her membership of a group, it shall

be so inferred that it was so directed from the nature and circumstances of the act”

[clause 73]. In plain English, this means that there is a presumption of guilt of the

accused. As far as the Bill is concerned, the principle of innocent until proven guilty

has been turned on its head.

Cooling his heels in custody, the MP may wish to send someone to impress upon

the complainant that he meant no harm to the “secular fabric” of the country.

Unfortunately for him, the Bill is categorical that the “National Authority shall take

appropriate action to protect the identity of the victim or informant at all times”

[clause 40]. In short, the man charged with spreading communal hate won’t

even know which lunatic has made the complaint against him, and for what

collateral reason.

In case, the police officer decides that the case against Dikshit is frivolous and

completely spurious, that will not be the end of the story. The anonymous informant

who has to be constantly updated on the progress of the inquiries [clause 69 (1)]

will have the automatic right to appeal to a seven-member National Authority

[clause 70 (1)].

The National Authority appointed by the Centre is not made up of seven sober and

dispassionate judges. Of the seven, four must be members of a minority group or

SC/ST and four must be women [clause 21(3)]. Apart from a knowledge of law,

they must “have a record of promoting communal harmony” and shouldn’t have

been a member of a political party in the year preceding their appointment [clause

23 (1)]. Additionally, they shouldn’t “have exhibited bias against any group, by
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acts or in writing or otherwise” [clause 23 (2)]. It is unlikely such an authority

will be unbiased.

For India, such a National Authority, blessed with draconian powers, including the

right to enter properties, carry out searches [clause 33 (4)] and even control media

content [clause 8 and 67(1)] may remind people of the infamous Rowlatt Act. But

there is an added twist: This is the first time a statutory and quasi-judicial authority

will be appointed on the basis of a communal quota. And this body will also monitor

and review transfers and postings of the civil administration in districts that have a

record of communal tension or where communal disturbances could flare up

[clause 32(2)].

India will thus make its debut in coupling activist jurisprudence with communal

jurisprudence. With a State Authority mirroring the National Authority and replenished

by ‘Human Rights Defenders for Justice and Reparations’ in each district [clause

56 (1)] it will now be jobs for all the activists and their friends, relatives and lovers.

India will witness a parallel Government committed to the principle that some Indians

are more equal than others. It will open the floodgates for settling private scores

and political vendetta. The dangers of outsourcing law-making to the self-professed

army of the virtuous couldn’t have been better illustrated.

Sandeep Dikshit is lucky he said what he did in the twilight days of sanity.

(Courtesy: The Pioneer; May 29, 2011)

(URL: http://www.dailypioneer.com/341967/NAC%E2%80%99s-

Bill-would-land-Dikshit-in-jail.html)
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NAC-drafted Bill to kill State Govts

- Swapan Dasgupta

The next time a partisan Government at the Centre decides to facilitate the dismissal

of an elected State Government with majority support in the Assembly, it will not

have to appoint a less ham-handed version of Karnataka Governor HR Bhardwaj.

The former Law Minister who was sent to Bengaluru on a mission of subversion

failed because both the political culture and Supreme Court judgments have made

it difficult (but not impossible) for the Centre to impose President’s Rule on flights

of whimsy. Gone are the days when Governors such as Ram Lal, BD Tapase and

Romesh Bhandari could subvert the Constitution’s federal principles with impunity.

No, the next time an inconvenient BS Yeddyurappa or a Narendra Modi has to be

destabilised and eventually dismissed, the role of the Governor will become

secondary. The principal part may well be played by an emerging body of

professionals who will have the power to hold any State to ransom. Like the wedding

organiser and party organiser who have made life incredibly easy for people with

sufficient money to burn, a breed of riot organisers will be very much in demand in

the coming years. That is if the draft of the Communal Violence Bill prepared by the

Sonia Gandhi-led National Advisory Council is passed by Parliament.

India has always been indulgent to bad ideas. The Nehru-Gandhi family in particular

has taken exceptional care to nurture quackery and cretinism as long as they were

packaged in the garb of ‘progressive’ politics. Just as the Planning Commission

was the nursery for bad economics for four decades, the NAC is fast becoming the

instrument for Sonia Gandhi’s misapplication of mind. Its contribution to the derailing
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of India’s global competitive potential will be assessed (and, hopefully, even

quantified) by economic historians in the future. However, mercifully, the NAC had

so far desisted from imposing its grubby paw prints on the basic features of the

Constitution — although the centralist ‘one size fits all’ philosophy was a recurring

feature of all its proposals. The draft Communal Violence Bill marks a departure.

The implications of the Bill are grave. To destabilise a difficult State Government, a

cynical dispensation at the Centre will merely have to engage the services of a riot

organiser. The riot organiser will simply have to either orchestrate tensions in a

chosen locality — not a very difficult project — and trigger a little riot against either

a minority community or local Dalits and tribals. No administration, however well-

meaning and committed to social harmony can prevent a determined bid to foster

disharmony. Under the proposed law, that local disturbance will become the pretext

for the Centre to use Article 355 to intervene in the State.

Next, the seven-member National Authority for Communal Harmony, Justice and

Reparation made up, presumably, of ‘non-partisan’ grandees such as Harsh Mander

and Teesta Setalvad, will get into the act. Blessed with statutory sanction, this

committee of the good and virtuous will stricture the local administration and the

State Government for its alleged lapses and suspected complicity in the riots and

make a case for the breakdown of the Constitutional machinery. The committee’s

report, in turn, will become the occasion to file FIRs against ‘difficult’ State leaders

and an obliging Bhardwaj-like Governor will recommend the imposition of Article

356 on the State.

Yes, a few innocent citizens would have died or had their property destroyed in the

exercise. But at least they would have died so that the supercops of secularism

could rule.

The Communal Violence Bill proposed by the NAC is not merely flawed, it is positively

dangerous. In a country where laws sometimes exist to be subverted, the proposed

legislation will be a direct incitement to made-to-order rioting and political

destabilisation. The presence of a legally-sanctioned committee of the wonderfully

virtuous overseeing the State administration is calculated to undermine any elected

Government and make administrators accountable to two masters. Governance

would be made dysfunctional and the primary focus of every official would be to
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keep the Centre happy. Even an issue as localised (but no less regrettable) as the

violence in Greater Noida over the quantum of compensation for land acquisition

would become the pretext for the Centre to first intervene directly and subsequently

dismiss the Mayawati Government.

There is a strong case for ensuring that the State Government (which has ultimately

responsibility for law and order and the preservation of peace) carries out its

obligations diligently and without fear or favour. The best way to ensure this is all-

round vigilance. Many district-level committees made up of local notables can be

constituted to be an informal watchdog body and even assist the local administration.

But political power ultimately vests with an elected Government and not with do-

gooders nominated by the Government because they have the right aesthetic and

NGO credentials. Sonia Gandhi has chosen to exercise power without making

herself accountable. Now she seems determined to foist this model of colonial

paternalism on the rest of the country.

India is a federal country and the more federal it becomes the better. The attempt

to regress to back-door centralism has to be resisted. The issue is not riots versus

secularism; the choice is between federalism and centralism, between a Delhi

Sultanate and local democracy. Parliament should choose wisely.

 (Courtesy: The Pioneer; May 22, 2011)

(URL: http://www.dailypioneer.com/340369/NAC-

drafted-Bill-to-kill-State-Govts.html)
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Bill to kill Secularism

- Arindam Chaudhuri

The NAC-drafted Communal Violence Bill is a recipe for unmitigated disaster.

In the guise of promoting communal harmony it promotes rank communalism.

In the guise of protecting minorities, it attacks Hindu rights. This Bill will

strike at the very foundation of liberty and legitimise criminal misdeeds of

Muslims. It must not become law

The road to hell is almost always paved with noble intentions. In the Indian

democracy, this has been proven true a countless number of times. I am afraid we

shall be headed yet again towards hellish times if a new policy that is being currently

debated manages to become law, thanks to the super secular denizens of India

whose intensity and range of noble intentions usually matches the mayhem that

the same noble intentions often trigger.

I am talking about the well-intentioned economists, sociologists, activists and

assorted jholawallah types who are convinced that it is their divine right to advice

the UPA regime on all sorts of policy issues. Right at the top of this pyramid of do-

gooders is the National Advisory Council which is headed by Ms Sonia Gandhi.

Virtually all the members of NAC have impeccable records and reputations when it

comes to their commitment towards the aam admi of India. Let me also be very

clear in stating that a lot of credit for path-breaking policy changes like the Right to

Information Act, the NREGA and the Right to Education Act should go to the NAC.

It is also wonderful to see members of the NAC valiantly battle it out against a

callous, insensitive and cruel Government when it comes to implementing the Right

to Food Act.
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In each of these above-mentioned cases, the men and women with noble intentions

have sought to protect and defend the rights of victims — usually the poor and the

downtrodden of India who get only lip service from the Government. And now, this

group of people has set out to protect and defend the rights of another set of

victims — I am talking about the victims of communal violence. Nobody will dispute

the fact that communal violence has been a blot on the Indian democracy. Similarly,

nobody will dispute the fact that those have usually been the minorities who have

borne the brunt of communal violence, even though provocation often comes from

both sides of the divide.

So to continue with their noble mission to protect and defend victims, members of

the NAC have given the green signal to the Communal Violence Bill — officially

labeled as the Prevention of Communal and Targeted Violence Bill — that seeks to

protect minorities from murder, mayhem and worse during communal riots.

When I read newspaper reports about this proposed law and the objections raised

by politicians like Mr Arun Jaitley, my first reaction was that the BJP was probably

trying to play the Hindutva card. But I was speechless with shock when I actually

managed to go through some provisions and clauses of the Bill. Most newspapers,

magazines and TV channels have been politically correct and have sheepishly and

squeamishly reported about the problems with the Draft Bill. But I have never

believed in being politically correct. And so, let me say in plain words what the

implications of the proposed law are.

If this Draft Bill becomes law, it will become constitutionally accepted that only

Hindus cause riots; and that Muslims, Christians and other minorities can never be

held responsible for riots because the definition of the term ‘group’, which is the

backbone of this Draft Bill, is made totally in such a manner that the majority, that

is the Hindus, will be at the receiving end of the stick. Thus, if this Draft Bill becomes

law, the Indian Constitution will accept that only Hindus incite and provoke religious

hatred and denigrate other religions; and that Muslims and Christians can never

do that. If this Bill becomes law, all the accused in the Gujarat riots will be culpable

and be sentenced, while all those responsible for the death of train passengers at

Godhra would be presumed to have harboured only goodwill for Hindus. If this Bill

becomes law, only Hindus will be tried, convicted and sentenced for communal

violence and incitement of communal hatred because the Constitution will refuse
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to accept that Muslims and Christians are capable of violence and hatred. If this

Bill becomes law, any anonymous complainant can file a police case against a

Hindu for inciting communal hatred — and the police will have to register it as a

non-bailable offence. The accused — who would be arrested — would not even

have the right to know who the complainant is. And the accused Hindu will virtually

be presumed to be guilty unless he or she can prove his or her innocence.

A Hindu activist who complains against fanatic Christian missionaries (Believe me,

there are many of them out there) converting tribals through inducements and

bribes will be sent behind bars; the Christian missionary who openly calls Hindus

‘heathens’ or ‘kafirs’ and tramples upon idols of Hindu gods and goddesses will be

forever found innocent by the Indian Constitution.

That was as far as Hindus are concerned. But it is not just about them. Every other

clause in the Bill seems flawed. The definition of ‘Hate Propaganda’ is designed to

give the Government draconian powers and curb freedom of speech. The Bill seems

to be made on the basis of a dictatorial approach which assumes the accused

guilty until proven innocent, and this is totally unconstitutional. Then, of course, I

talk about the formation of a ‘National Authority’, a new power center for harassment.

So, now you see where noble intentions can lead up to. I have no doubt whatsoever

that activists, do-gooders and others of their ilk, right up to the members of the

NAC, genuinely want to protect minorities from communal riots and violence. I

have also no doubt that a majority of them — I am deliberately not saying all of

them — harbour a peculiar and inexplicable hatred towards all aspects of Hinduism.

But ask yourself honestly: Is this Bill going to promote communal harmony in the

country? I would have simply laughed out loudly and derisively if the matter had

not been not so serious and potentially devastating for India. And frankly, how does

one define minorities? There are many districts and towns in India where Muslims

or Christians outnumber Hindus. Who will then be blamed for communal violence

and riots? If one were to suppose there are riots in two towns in Uttar Pradesh —

one with a Muslim majority and one with a Hindu majority... What will the police do

in both these cases? Arrest only Hindus because the Indian law will state so?

Moving beyond the Bill and the disastrous impact it will have on India if it becomes

law, I must also point out one thing that is peculiar to the Congress and the Gandhi

family in particular. They have this strange tendency to depend on and promote
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advisors and Kitchen Cabinets — a move that has often cost them dearly in political

terms. Mrs Indira Gandhi had a series of advisers who came from a non-political

background. Rajiv Gandhi had many bright advisers who had no interest in electoral

politics. And look at what they did first with the Shah Bano case, then the Ayodhya

case and finally the Bofors issue. I fear Ms Gandhi and Mr Rahul Gandhi are in

danger of committing the same mistake. It was Shah Bano and Ayodhya during the

Rajiv era that eventually propelled the BJP to power in New Delhi. It could be the

Communal Violence Bill in the Sonia and Rahul era that could yet again hand over

the keys of New Delhi to the BJP.

I will sum up by saying that communal harmony cannot be brought about with such

discriminatory Bills. It can be brought about by providing access to education and

equal opportunities for a dignified living. It’s time the Government thinks about

such methods instead of passing such draconian Bills or for that matter increasing

internal security budgets, etc, to fight the menace of naxalism. Access to equitable

policies and right to a dignified living will take care of most of the problems that the

Government seems so clueless about.

(Courtesy: The Pioneer; June 3, 2011)

(URL: http://www.dailypioneer.com/343057/Bill-to-kill-secularism.html)
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A fraudulent draft Communal Violence Bill

Incompetent extra- constitutional,
biased members do a sham job

- Shivaji Sarkar

IT is a critically flawed move to usurp the powers of the state governments, devastate

the federal structure of the country and create schism among different communities.

The aim apparently is to create a unitary structure where the Central Government

could function like a bully and interfere in the jurisdiction of the states, barred by

the Constitution.

The draft bill called Prevention of Communal and Targeted Violence (Access to

Justice and Reparations) Bill is flawed also for the reason, its basic premise is

against the secular spirit of the Constitution stated in the preamble.

No wonder. The bill is a creation of an extra-constitutional body – National Advisory

Council (NAC) that is expected to function like a super-cabinet, surpassing the

elected wisdom of the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers. Technically

NAC is created by the Prime Minister as a body to advise the government. The

members are handpicked technically by the Prime Minister but in reality by the

NAC chairperson.

Thus the NAC is not a representative body. It also leads to the question whether an

elected government or its Prime Minister should have powers to create structures

that are not enshrined in the Constitution.

The Prime Minister should have powers to function independently. But should he
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himself subjugate to the authority of his own creation? Who authorises him to do

it? Why should he create a structure that is virtually neither responsible to him nor

answerable to Parliament?

It is no wonder the NAC functions with populist views or indulges in vote bank

politics to further the political objectives of some political party.

The NAC drafted the Food Security Bill not with the objective of providing food to

the needy. Its primary objective was to create a political climate that would help the

ruling party garner votes of the deprived classes. It has created enough rift between

the officials of the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO), who found the “advice” beyond

the capacity of the government to implement it. Any responsible body would have

first evaluated the government’s physical and financial strength before jumping in

to draft a bill.

The food security bill thus remains in the domain of discussion and may possibly

not be given the final shape. Keeping it alive and finally blaming the bureaucrats

would pay more dividends at the time of next elections than enacting a law that

people are bound to forget even a year later. The NAC would serve the purpose of

functioning like a permanent campaigning mechanism for the ruling party.

The proposed bill to prevent communal violence is yet another case of over-reach.

It intends to arm the Centre with runaway powers to intervene in state affairs,

creation of overlapping authorities and selective definition of victims. The bill, runs

the risk of being struck down by the courts for falling afoul of federal principles set

out in the Constitution’s seventh schedule that distributes legislative powers between

the Centre and the states.

The bill defines that the victim in a communal violence would invariably be from a

“group”. The definition of sufferers of communal violence as a “group” comprising

only religious, linguistic or religious minorities or scheduled castes and tribes appears

highly discriminatory as it can mean that even if a large number of majority

community members bear the brunt of communal violence, they will not be victims

of “targeted violence”.

If the bill is to meet the objectives of speedy justice and prevention of communal
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crimes, its framers need to recognise India’s political system is not unitary and

states and political parties are bound to challenge the definition of a “group” and

other provisions. Even if the bill gets through Parliament, it cannot escape

constitutional and judicial scrutiny.

The Constitution does not allow interference on the issue of law and order of any

state. Its role is limited to tender advice under Article 356. If the draft bill is enacted

as law, it would provide sweeping powers to the Centre to intervene in the affairs of

any state. This would be the technical provision but in reality states not ruled by the

party at the Centre are to be targeted.

Is the bill targeting states like Gujarat? Is it finding in the rise of Narendra Modi, an

efficient administrator with clean credentials, a threat to the pseudo-secularists? It

is apparently so. Since Modi is emerging as a youth icon and no electoral politics

can demolish him, a “secularist” bill with devastating intentions are sought to be

drafted. The bill possibly for that reason does not include the majority community

in the definition of a “group”.

Once the bill becomes law not only Modi but any leader of the majority community

could be accused of “promoting ill will” against a minority community and he could

be put behind bars. The provisions of the bill would provide enough ammunition to

tar the image of a forceful leaders belonging to the majority community from any

political party.

In fact, the Congress MP from Delhi, Sandeep Dikshit, son of Chief Minister Shiela

Dikshit, could be arrested for his recent remarks that the St Stephen’s College

promotes communal divide.

The draft bill is structured on the premise that the majority community could never

be the victim of communal violence. It believes they would only be the perpetrators.

Those who have drafted the bill have forgotten the recurrence of communal violence

by the minority community in 1960s in UP and Bihar. The states like Gujarat suffered

recurrent minority violence till late 1980s. The Godhra burning of Ramsewaks in

2002 is too recent to be forgotten.

The bill has also no provision if two minority communities indulge in violence against
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each other. In fact, as per the provision of the bill even then any person from the

majority community could be accused of inciting violence. He could have no defence

under the draft bill. The accused would suo moto be considered “guilty” till he can

prove his innocence. The bill virtually overturns the simple judicial norm of

considering the accused not guilty till he is convicted.

So if there is a Shia-Sunni riot in Lucknow, the bill would not be applicable. It would

also not be applicable if a Muslim group initiates violence against Christians, as

witnessed recently in Kerala. No wonder it would give freedom to perpetrate crimes

against Pandits and evict them from Kashmir for all times to come.

Nothing would also happen to the illegal Bangaladeshi infiltrators, who have captured

almost a 20-km tract in West Bengal along the Bangladesh border and forcibly

evicting the people of the majority community either through violent means or under

threat of violence.

The draft bill also redefines crimes to suit its anti-majority mindset. According to

the draft, the members of minority communities could not be accused for violence

against the majority community.

Indeed it is “secular” exercise that could be done only in free (so far) country like

India. The draft smacks of drawing inspiration from a theological state like Pakistan,

where nobody except those following the state religion has the basic civic or human

rights. Has the Wahabis or elements like that have penetrated the policy-formulation

bodies of the Indian state?

The country needs to draw lesson from the recent developments in Nepal. Similar

policy formulators many supported by the CPI-M and other Left parties from India

changed the secular Hindu Constitution of Nepal and replaced the last Hindu

monarchy. They even did not ponder the security threat it has created for India and

the haven created for Pakistan-sponsored terrorists in the neighbourhood.

The Prime Minister is said to have wide international exposure. He is also stated to

be a person of understanding. But it is difficult to understand why he has

accepted the bill even to be discussed. The bill should have been dumped at

the very first glance.
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Even a discussion on the bill vitiates the atmosphere of bonhomie and tolerance

that this country is known for. Co-existence of different communities and linguistic

groups has been an age-old phenomenon.

The drafting a bill with such myopic and blatantly sectarian views would only create

a divide that is not there in this country.

The bill needs to be immediately withdrawn and dumped. If the government tries to

keep it in circulation it would only affect the social harmony.

But despite that if it is kept alive, it should be viewed as a move to communalise the

political scenario in the country with a view to garnering votes of only one powerful

minority community. The bill is not in the interest of any other minority groups either.

The draft Prevention of Communal and Targeted Violence (Access to Justice and

Reparations) Bill should be seen as a precursor to create another partition of the

country and needs to be opposed by all right thinking people from all communities

across the country.

(Courtesy: Organiser; June 12, 2011)

(URL: http://www.organiser.org/dynamic/modules.

 php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=401&page=6)
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Kill the anti-Hindu Bill

NAC’S draft is Rabidly Communal

- Shyam Khosla

THE obnoxious Prevention of Communal Targeted Violence (Access to Justice

and Reparation) Bill 2011 drafted by the extra-constitutional “National Advisory

Council” Chaired by Sonia Gandhi is based on the horrendous presumption that

communal trouble is created only by the majority community and never by the

minority community. Can a drafting committee be so biased and contemptuous of

rationality and facts of life? How can a Bill to deal with a hugely sensitive issue like

communal riots discriminate on religious and caste considerations? Senior BJP

leader Arun Jaitley, famous for his legal and political acumen, has torn the Bill to

shreds by his incisive analysis of the Bill’s several vicious provisions and questioned

the very premise of the draft that implies that only majority community is responsible

for all communal riots. The proposed law, he points out, will incentivise some

communities to commit heinous offences encouraged by the fact that they would

never be charged under the law and will encourage terrorist groups to incite

communal riots knowing fully well that they too wouldn’t be covered under this

pernicious piece of legislation. Church supported terrorist outfits operating in north-

eastern states will be amongst the greatest beneficiaries as they too are outside

the purview of the proposed law. They can indulge in crimes against the majority

community with impunity. The Bill, if it is enacted as law by the Parliament, would

keep jehadies who conspired and indulged in the Godhra carnage outside its

purview. The NAC Bill would neither cover Shia-Sunni riots nor the heinous crime

of chopping off the hand of a Christian professor by a Muslim radical group in
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Kerala as both the victim and the offender belong to the minority communities.

Hate propaganda against minorities is punishable under this stringent law. The law

is likely to be abused in cases in which one were to make legitimate criticism of

certain practices like discrimination against Muslim women under the Muslim

Personal Law. However members and groups belonging to minority communities

would not be liable to be booked under the law for spreading hatred against Hindus

and their religious faiths and icons. Foreign funded Christian missionaries who

indulge in fraudulent conversion of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and other

deprived sections of the Hindu society though a systematic hate campaign against

Hindu beliefs and practices can gleefully continue to do so as they too would not

be covered by the law on communal violence. Minority community groups would

be free to spread hatred against Hindus by calling them kafirs and heathens without

any fear of being hauled up under the law.

Yet another fundamental infirmity form which the draft suffers is that it equates

communal conflicts with terrorism. Communal flare ups may be triggered by minor

incidents and rumours spread by mischief mongers. Instead of curbing communal

divisions and identity politics, the Bill is bound to widen the gulf between communities

and would lead to communal tensions. That is perhaps the hidden agenda of the

drafters of the Bill most of whom are guilty of promoting vote bank politics. Congress

party’s untenable defence of the draft is that there is no point in discussing each

and every provision at this stage and that these objections could be taken up when

the Bill goes to the Parliamentary Standing Committees. Why publicise such an

atrocious piece of legislation full of infirmities, if the purpose is not to illicit public

opinion on its concepts and premises. Or is it meant to send a strong message to

communal-minded Muslims and Christians that UPA II is out to appease them

even at the cost of hurting national interests? The other argument that is equally

bogus is that the draft is based on the experience that most riots are initiated by the

majority community and it is the minorities that are always at the receiving end.

One of the provisions in the draft is that it would be enforced by a seven-member

national authority of which at least four members, including the chairman and the

vice chairman, must be from a minority community, It has raised the hackles of all

right thinking citizens who believe in the principle that law must have a level-playing
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field. It is a dangerous and mischievous move. The authors are so biased and

contemptuous of Hindus that they presume that an enforcement authority with a

Hindu majority would not ensure fair play. The Bill is so irrational and biased that

even the pro-Congress English language daily Hindustan Times has editorially

condemned the NAC draft saying, “Its biggest flaw is that it makes provisions for

punishment only for violence against minorities. Surely, if communal violence were

visited on members of the majority community, the law can’t ignore this fact. This

could mean that subversive elements in the minority community could indulge in

communal violence without any fear of the law”. It goes on to point out that the

most disturbing aspect of this Bill is the underlying presumption that it is only the

majority community which is responsible for communal violence. No law should

have different yardsticks for wrong doers on the basis of religion, ethnicity, language

or gender. Further it negates the federal structure of the Union as it infringes on the

powers of the State governments that are bound to resist Centre’s attempt to interfere

in matters pertaining to law and order that is the domain of the states.

Critics have rightly raised serious objections to the very source of the draft – the

National Advisory Council comprising of NGO types unelected and unelectable so-

called representatives of the civil society. All of them have been hand-picked by

Sonia Gandhi who enjoys enormous power without accountability. NAC is an extra

constitutional authority that has been mandated to provide policy and legislative

inputs to the Government. It is accountable to none but Sonia Gandhi. Its functioning

has never been subjected to any review by Parliament. Its policy announcements

and legislative initiatives exert coercive pressure on the Government. The very

concept on which NAC was constituted is undemocratic and totally unacceptable

in a parliamentary democracy.

(Courtesy: Organiser; June 12, 2011)

(URL: http://www.organiser.org/dynamic/modules.php?name=

Content&pa=showpage&pid=401&page=7)
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Prevention of Communal and

Targeted Violence

(Access to Justice and Reparations) Bill 2011

Dr T. H. Chowdary*

The UPA-II government is planning to  introduce a Bill titled as above in the

Parliament. A close reading of this draft bill shows up the UPA’s presumption that

the   majority community namely, Hindus are responsible for start of every communal

riot and that these riots are promoted by Hindus’  speeches and  writings and

songs which are offensive  to the  minorities and promote  hate towards them. The

Bill provides for the  Constitution of an authority composed of minority persons

who declare an incident as a communal riot and can demand  the Government  to

impose  President’s rule by dismissing the state government in whose State the

communal riot  takes place.

2. Law and  order  are a state  subject under the Constitution. Now, a third authority,

a Minorities  body as distinct from the State Government and its Governor or

the Central government is created.  Its decision to dismiss the State government

and introduce  President’s rule is final . Some clauses of the Bill clearly show

(and have already judged) that every communal riot is started by the majority

community that is,  Hindus, targeting the minorities to carry out  genocidal

killing. That is, Hindus are judged to be congenital, habitual  minority killers.
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3. A riot between Sunni and Shia sects of  Muslims is not a communal  riot;  a riot

between Kammas and  Reddys among Hindus is not a communal riot; only if

the riot involves  a Muslim or a Christian, it is a communal riot and it is assumed

to have been started by Hindus. Any minority person can lodge a FIR  ( First

Information Report) in  a Police Station that so and so has made a hate speech

or  sang a  song which offends the sentiments of the minority and therefore

incites  communal  strife. They complainant need not  disclose his  identity .

The police are  bound to act according to this  Bill. For eg: the singing of

Vandemataram  is held to be  offensive to Muslim sentiments  and therefore

generative of  hatred  of Muslims  by Hindus . So, if the  song is  sung,  any

Muslim  can file  an anonymous FIR and  the singer and the organization  behind

him or to which he belongs are  offenders  and   any one among them, can be

put in jail. If one reads all the clauses it will be clear that as the British  declared

a tribe   known as   Sturtpuram gangs near Bapatla in Andhra Pradesh  as

congenital,   habitual  offenders and criminals, the UPA-II is  going to  enact a

law  which will  condemn Hindus in the country  as congenital minority killers

with genocidal intentions.

4. The working group of  that National Advisory Council   constituted an advisory

group consisting of 22 people. 11 of them are  Christians and Muslims  and the

other 11 are famously known  Hindu baiters like  Ram Punyani. When the

UPA-II ministers and other Congress worthies question the right of an  unelected

civil society  to write the Lokpal Bill,  how is  it that this unelected  working group

of an unelected NAC drafts a Bill?

5. If this Bill becomes   an Act, then it will be clear that India  will be under a

government of the minorities, by the  minorities, for the minorities. Would the

non-Sonia -led Congress parties subscribe to the  judgment that Hindus are

congenitally communal and  are   intent upon   genocidal extermination of

minorities?  Would the  BJP merely make noises like  that this bill will be  an

assault on the   federal structure of our  State where  law& order are the

responsibility of the  State and not of the Center or would it be  honest enough

to call this an anti-Hindu Bill? Should he BJP not advise the State governments

led by it to pass a resolution in their legislatures  opposing   and condemning
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this   communal  bill which brands Hindus as  congenital, unmitigated minority

murderers?

6. In the view of the  UPA-II ( which appears to be under the tutelage of the

minorities because of UPA-II is itself directed and controlled by a  person

belonging to a  minority  of foreign   origin) Hindus are murderers, Hindus  can

wage caste riots, similarly, Muslims can  wage sectarian riots but  Muslims &

Christians  involved  in riots with  Hindus are the  victims and   Hindus are

aggressors, no matter  in which area, by whom and for what purposes the

Hindu -Muslim or Hindu- Christian riot is waged. Similarly a riot between

Christians and  Muslims is not a   communal riot, It s a friendly match.

7. This  Bill when passed will apply to all the states in India except Kashmir because

it is  a Muslim  majority state.  Only if that  legislature  invites the  application  of

this   Bill,  then   it would be  applied there  also . This exception shows the bias

of the   UPA-II government  against  Hindus and for the minorities.

8. This Bill is a slur on Hindus. It will be the  beginning of the  emergence of  rule

of the minorities, for the minorities, by the minorities. Every Hindu with self-

respect and consciousness that he belongs to  one of the  only two surviving

great civilizations (Hindu and Chinese), in the  history of mankind,  who should

be  aware that it is Hindu India that gave  shelter to the  persecuted  Jews and

Parsis, that gave land and money for Muslims and Christians to build  mosques

and  churches, the country that allows  the free practice of  every  religion and

even blaspheming of  Hindus, the people who have given rights and  privileges

like under Art-30 to the  minorities but which are not available to Hindus are

going to be  branded as minority killers. If they accept  this judgments of predatory

intolerant, exclusivist religions, they will be inviting  serfdom as under the Muslim

and the British rule.  The chance that they were given in 1947 for self-rule

would have been thrown away. Swaraj is slipping from them. They are  being

calumniated. Passing of this  Bill will condemn them to be congenital and habitual

killers of people of minority religions – a monstrous lie. Before every chance of

preserving Swaraj  is legally  extinguished, Hindus and all well meaning people

even among the minorities should  resist and reject this Bill.
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This is a test for the BJP to show its  nationalism. This is  a test for the  parties

outside the proprietary  Congress, to prove that they are  really secular and not

vassals of minorities in the fond hope of  getting their  votes by submitting to their

anti-Hindu wishes and designs.

Hindus must heed to the  inspiring message of Winston S. Churchill. “If you will not

fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed; if you will not fight

when your victory will be sure and not too costly; you may come to the moment

when you will have to fight with all the odds against you and only a small chance of

survival. There may even be a worse case: you may have to fight when there is no

hope of victory, because it is better to perish than to live as slaves.”

*Director : Center for Telecom Management & Studies

* Chairman : Pragna Bharati, Andhra Pradesh

 Fellow: Tata Consultancy Services

E-Mail: hanuman.chowdary@tcs.com
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Kill the Mocking Bill!

- George Augustine

The gross violence that unfolded on the night of June 4/5th at Ramlila Maidan in

New Delhi speaks volumes of the general intent of the UPA government where

Hindus are concerned. Obviously, Hindus do not have the right to protest against

corruption and black money, or perhaps against anything. They are only permitted

to do yoga!

If one were to scroll back archive pages of recent months, one would easily see

that Baba Ramdev had initiated a campaign against corruption nationwide, well

before Anna Hazare sprang a surprise on the nation along with his colleagues with

dubious reputations. Therefore, one actually wouldn’t get any prize for guessing

what went behind the façade of the UPA government to unleash such aggression

against unarmed and non-violent Hindus, including women and children who were

sleeping and dreaming of a better India. The difference here was that Anna Hazare

had a pseudo-secularist cloud around him that appealed to the dynasty, while

Baba Ramdev was a Hindu who threatened the dynasty’s loot!

Baba Ramdev is not an unknown Indian. He is a dynamic guru who wants to instil

something of the spiritual essence of ancient India that has been lost to ordinary

Indians. He has lakhs of followers throughout the country who respect him and

have benefitted through him and consider him a genuine leader worthy to be

considered a guru. However our central government under dynasty rule, which in

fact is a continuation of colonial rule, have scant respect for such a figure.
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Doesn’t the UPA worry about the Hindu votes that would be lost by this event? The

ruling party’s actions show this is the last thing on its mind. For the UPA under

Sonia Gandhi, Hindus, even the likes of Baba Ramdev and followers, seem to be

the least of their worries. They think they can buy the Hindus, like they always did.

Is it really so?

Not exactly, if we bring Narendra Modi into the picture. He is the one leader who

can unite not only Hindus, but Muslims as well, as we have seen in Gujarat. And

once he is on a roll all over India, as in Gujarat, they know they cannot stop the

juggernaut. Modi is today perceived by the anti-Hindu brigade across the nation

and the world as their nemesis. With the human rights industry under its armpit,

the UPA has shown what it can do to a poor sadhu and his innocent followers. They

can swat a hundred Baba Ramdevs with iron fists. But they can’t mess with Modi.

Of course, they would if they could, but they can’t yet. And, take it from me, they

are biding their time.

In the chronicles of Indian history of the present time written in future, the shadow

of Narendra Modi would loom large across the nation, not only for the exemplary

trend he set in polity and political ethics in 21st century India. For his enemies,

Narendra Modi is an icon of the Hindus who has to be destroyed first, if Hindu

civilisation is to be totally destroyed. Modi is an exception among Hindus and stands

out for being politically successful and also in repelling from time to time the full-

court press employed by his powerful enemies, who have been terribly vanquished

each time they tried, but have never taken it lightly or gracefully.

It is a strange syllogism, for the BJP is not all Modi and Modi is not all BJP, but the

BJP sans Modi is no BJP, if BJP were to be an opposition. Without Modi’s track

record, the BJP is actually nothing but an also-ran. If one didn’t know better, the

top leadership could be accused of mimicking the Congress party and bowing

down to the dynasty. There is no BJP leader other than Narendra Modi who has

proved himself or herself either as a worthy ruler, or as an opposition leader and

created a curriculum vitae he could show around proudly. What stands between

the total subjugation of Hindus and the anti-Hindu brigade under dynasty rule is

Narendra Modi. The enemies know it and so should we all!
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Enter The National Advisory Council

After scheming for years, Modi’s enemies, comprising his political opponents, chiefly

the Congress and the Marxists, and the mighty anti-Hindu brigade from across the

world (including the influential US Commission on International Religious Freedom),

have been relentlessly drawing and re-drawing battlelines against Modi, which as

I pointed out earlier, are ultimately aimed at the Hindus. When it became obvious

that twisting the due processes of Indian law was not working for the annihilation of

Modi, special agents were hand-picked and congregated in the so-called National

Advisory Council with Sonia Gandhi at the helm.

The sole brief given to the working committee seems to concern only with clipping

Hindu aspirations and hence, the subjugation of Modi. It would seem the only

advice the current government considers worth having is how to thrash the Hindus

best. The machinations of the advisory council under the Grey Eminence is slightly

reminiscent of the Catholic power peddling in medieval France that ultimately led

to a revolution.

Given the money and political backing of the enemies, it was a foregone conclusion

that it was only a matter of time before the next serious charge against Modi and

the Hindus appeared on the horizon. The draft of a bill they cooked up after spending

vast public money and probably thousands of man-hours and ironically named

“The Prevention of Communal and Targeted Violence (Access to Justice and

Reparations) Bill, 2011” is the latest in the series. But the whole enterprise smacks

of hate and virulent animosity towards the majority community and envy of their

success. Visit http://nac.nic.in/communal/com_bill.htm to read the draft, if you must.

Not recommended, however.

Only once the reader realises that all that have been said in the draft exempt the

Hindus from its purview, does the real motives of the Advisory Council appear

through the dreary haze. According to this bill, victim can be anybody but a Hindu.

For the purpose of splitting Hindu votes in parliament, they have also de-Hinduised

the so-called scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. The bill aims solely to silence

and stifle a government such as Modi’s and to take away the democratic rights of

a majority community such as the Hindus. With this bill in force, the Abrahamists
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(synonym for pseudo-secularists) will figuratively be at the peak of Mount Everest,

Narendra Modi’s government will be fired automatically by remote control, and the

Hindu majority disempowered absolutely and completely.

For those who don’t want to waste their time reading silly literature in the bill draft,

I am quoting Clause 8 of the said bill: “Hate propaganda.– Notwithstanding anything

contained in any other law for the time being in force, whoever publishes,

communicates or disseminates by words, either spoken or written, or by signs or

by visible representation or otherwise acts inciting hatred causing clear and present

danger of violence against a group or persons belonging to that group, in general

or specifically, or disseminates or broadcasts any information, or publishes or

displays any advertisement or notice, that could reasonably be construed to

demonstrate an intention to promote or incite hatred or expose or is likely to expose

the group or persons belonging to that group to such hatred, is said to be guilty of

hate propaganda.”

The article 153A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, covers this aspect but is deficient

for the purpose of the Advisory Council, because it also includes Hindus in its

purview. This new bill however is absolutely necessary for the anti-Hindu brigade,

so that the right to justice of the Hindu majority is denied, because the “group”

specified in this bill is exclusively confined to any group other than Hindu, which

excludes all those who have not been converted into Abrahamists or bracketed as

scheduled castes or scheduled tribes. It means if the anti-Hindu brigade were to

have their way in India, Hindus would be punished for every riot in India, no matter

who instigated it.

Who actually engineers riots in India?

According to Ms. Zenab Banu’s “POLITICS OF COMMUNALISM: a politico-historical

analysis of communal riots in post-independence India with special reference to

the Gujarat and Rajasthan riots” (1989), there had been 74 communal riots between

1953 and 1977, of which 75% were instigated by Muslims. For those who are

apologetic about the demolition of the Babri Masjid and blame the act for Muslim

aggression, these figures will elucidate and make clear who were in reality

responsible for communal riots ever since they were born – the Abrahamists!
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If the proposed bill were to include Hindus in its purview, the original hate literature

and propaganda which have been instigating and inciting human beings to kill

each other for scores of centuries, such as the Bible and the Koran, would be

banned and the comically attired perpetrators put behind bars. On the other hand,

by excluding Hindus from the purview of the proposed bill, the pseudo-secularists

in the Advisory Council are striving to chop off the defending Hindu arms, thus

blaming the victims for all the communal riots to come!

This mockery of a bill is the main component of a conspiracy to thwart the “Narendra

Modi phenomenon” that would soon engulf the whole of India like a storm, unless

the Abrahamists do something soon and something effective to get the conspiracy

smoothly implemented. The rational fear of Rahul Gandhi for the Hindus is reflected

in a Wikileak report, according to which he confessed to an American diplomat his

angst for them, whom he termed as “extremists”.

The dynasty of Sonia and Rahul Gandhi is holding on to power not because they

are genuinely democratic rulers (as Ramlila Ground on June 4 would testify) or

that they sincerely want to rule for the sake of a nation, but because the loss of

power would bring about their certain ruin and destruction, like Gaddafi, like Mubarak,

a fate that can only be postponed but not avoided, just like death. When Sonia and

Rahul refer to India that is Bharat, they are not talking about the physical land or its

civilisation or the billion odd people who inhabit this land, but their loot that has

been stashed away in Europe. Moreover there is tacit support (and I suspect even

pressure) from the Christian West for the transformed Catholic dynasty to rule

Hindu India until the imaginary doomsday.

Seen from another angle, the conspiracy has entered a crucial stage, when several

Hindu activists are already languishing in jails for years now on fabricated charges

that have never been proved or would ever be resolved or even come to court, at

least as long as the UPA is in power. The recent attempts to implicate people

belonging to nationalist organisations like the RSS in terror plots should also be

seen as part of a bigger game involving those who want to perpetuate the dynasty

rule and save private loot deposited illegally in overseas banks.

Most of the names in the advisory council, particularly in the working committee
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and the bill drafting committee, would bring a sense of déjà vu to those who followed

the aftermath of the 2002 Gujarat riots, when human vultures flew hither and thither

to exploit the bloody tragedy. Scheming behind closed doors of the obnoxious

council are the notorious battle-scarred front-line veterans in the war against Modi

and the Hindus – Teesta Testalvad, Harsh Mander, Syed Shahabuddin, John Dayal

and co. The dynasty has also engaged professional claques led by the inimitable

duo Digvijay Singh and Kapil Sibal, who are adept at tackling poor unarmed folks

roughly and faithfully cook rice for the thief (old Malayalam saying).

Kill the mocking bill before it is born and a great impediment placed before Hindus

by the enemy would be removed and it would mark a new beginning, sounding the

death knells for dynasty rule, corruption, adharma, all in one sweep.
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Fatal flaw in Communal Violence Bill

- Vivek Gumaste

Being charred to death in a train compartment transformed into a raging inferno by

a violent, baying pyromanaical mob reeking with animosity would certainly codify

one as a victim of communal violence by any lexicographic criterion (Godhra 2002).

 But not if you happen to be a Hindu, the majority community, you do not, according

to the Prevention of Communal and Targeted Violence Bill, 2011.

As per the bill, a ‘victim’ is not a stand alone descriptor but includes a modifier of

‘belonging to a group as defined under this Act’.

And a ‘group’ the bill stipulates is “a religious or linguistic minority, in any state in

the Union of India, or Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes within the meaning

of clauses (24) and (25) of Article 366 of the Constitution of India.”

This restrictive definition of victim hood with its deliberate and manipulative syntax

smacks of a furtive agenda to tilt the scales in favor a specific community at the

cost of the majority and violates the basic tenet of equality before the law.

Additionally by co-opting a minority status into the definition of victim hood, this bill

makes the fallacious assumption that members of the majority are immune to

sectarian violence and do not warrant specific legal intervention: a fantastic and

unrealistic claim that jars with realty.

While an affirmative action type of approach maybe valid in countries with

homogenous populations where the minority and majority communities fit into typical

molds, such a proposition may not hold good for an overwhelmingly pluralistic India.
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A diversity of manifold traits splashed against the backdrop of a contentious history

with discordant power equations has created a complex land where a numerical

majority does not automatically translate into functional advantage and security.

Demographic logistics often reduce a so-called majority community into a minority

and vice-versa making such labels meaningless.

For example, in pre-partition India, Hindus comprised 70 percent of the population

making them numerically a majority. Yet this perceived advantage did not protect

them from becoming the victims of what is arguably the worst communal fracas in

the history of the subcontinent — the massacre at Noakhali in 1946: over 5,000

Hindus were butchered, hundreds of women were raped and thousands more were

forcibly converted to Islam.

Closer to recent times is the plight of the Kashmiri Hindus. Nearly a quarter million

Kashmiri Hindus have been driven out of their homes permanently negating the

hypothesis that a majority identity guarantees security.

The misfortune of the Kashmiri Hindus has failed to evoke the appropriate response

that such a horrendous atrocity should elicit thanks to a warped mindset prevalent

in certain sections of our society that consistently underplays atrocities committed

against the majority community. It is this same twisted thought process that is the

driving force behind this flawed bill.

The aphorism justice is blind is meant to emphasise the non-partisan nature of law.

An ideal bill should endorse a uniform code of conduct that is universally applicable

in the setting of communal conflict making no distinction between Hindu, Muslim,

Sikh and Christian. The present draft, a complete anti-thesis of an ideal instrument,

needs to be scrapped.

Finally the million dollar question: Do we need such a bill at all? Are additional

stringent laws the answer or are we barking up the wrong tree?

Scholars postulate that paucity of adequate laws is not what fuels communal

violence. Paul R Brass, Professor of Political Science and International Studies at

the University of Washington, Seattle and Steven Wilkinson, Nilekani Professor of

India and South Asian Studies, Yale University implicate political delinquency as

the cardinal culprit.



In his book, The Production of Hindu-Muslim Violence in Contemporary India

(University of Washington Press, 2000), Paul Brass concludes: “while there are

demographic, economic, and caste/communal differences that distinguish the

populations in such localities, it is political activity, organization and leadership

that demarcate most clearly the riot-prone or riot-affected from the less affected

localities.”

Steven Wilkinson concurs with the concept of political complicity. In an article titled

Communal Riots in India (Economic and Political Weekly. October 29, 2005) he

remarks: “What causes communal riots in contemporary India? In my book Votes

and Violence (2005), I argue that politicians both cause them and, more importantly,

have the power to prevent them, through their control of the state governments

responsible for law and order.”

Furthermore in his book, Wilkinson specifically indicts the Congress Party which

masquerades as the high priest of secular values: “at one time or another, Congress

politicians have both fomented and prevented communal violence for political

advantage. Congress governments have failed, for example, to prevent some of

India’s worst riots (e g, the Ahmedabad riots of 1969, the Moradabad riots of 1980,

and the Meerut riots of 1987) and in some cases Congress ministers have reportedly

instigated riots”

Ashutosh Varshney (Ethnic Confict and Civic Life, Yale University Press, 2003) is

of the contention that forging bonds at the level of civil society could be the great

game changer: “If vibrant organisations serving the economic, cultural, and social

needs of the two communities exist, the support for communal peace not only

tends to be strong but it can also be more solidly expressed.”

The panacea for communal discord therefore lies in exacting accountability from

our political leaders and championing efforts to bring one and all into the mainstream

erasing suspicion and distrust that stems from parochial schools and segregated

neighborhoods.

(Courtesy : Rediff News.com; June 2, 2011)

(URL: http://www.rediff.com/news/column/fatal-flaw-in-

communal-violence-bill/20110602.htm)




